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 Between a meat surface and the 
myoglobin dissolved below it there is a 
microstructural labyrinth that modifies  
the appearance of the surface. 
 

  This is the realm of refraction, reflectance 
and interference whose overall effect is 
light scattering – from the darkness of 
living muscle to the brightness of meat.  
 



Anisotropic means it has 
directional properties 

Discovered by Elliott (1967) 
Pork myofibers cut parallel to the 

plane of measurement appear 
more pale than those cut 
perpendicularly 



A.Incident light 

B.Specular reflectance at 

surface 

C.Short light path = PSE 

D.Long light path = DFD 



A. Precipitation 
of 
sarcoplasmic 
proteins  

B. Lateral 
reflectance 

C. Refraction 
D. Axial 

reflectance 
from A-bands 





Sky is blue, sunset is red 



•Transmitted violet / red = 400/700 nm 
ratio 
•Degrees = angle of measurement 
•Perp = illumination at 90˚ to long axes 
of myofibers 
•Para = illumination at 0˚ to long axes 
of myofibers 

•PERP When light passes across myofibers, 

wavelength-dependent scattering is strong 
•Violet is scattered more than red 
•So measuring at 90˚ gives more violet 
•So violet/red (400/700 nm) ratio goes up 

 

•PARA When light passes along myofibers, probably 

by a series of internal reflections, violet and red keep a 
constant ratio 



•To measure PSE in pork chops 
•PSE chop has high scattering 
•Spot of light on underneath of 
chop is wide but not bright 
•DFD chop has small bright 
spot in line with laser 
•Importance? It explains 
modern image analysis 
predictions made with camera 
above a meat surface 



Courtesy of A.Y. Fong, Gooch & Housego, Orlando, FL  



Laser scans through turkey breast meat using red (lines 1 and 2) and green (lines 3 
and 4) lasers, perpendicular (lines 1 and 3) and parallel (lines 2 and 4) to the long 
axes of myofibers  



Cooking lamb chops – not much change in pigment hue  (CIE 
x  and y) but BIG changes in scattering (CIE Y)  



 Why is it important? 
 Specular reflectance is polarized 
 That’s why polarized sunglasses cut out 

unwanted reflections when driving or looking 
into water when boating 

 Sarcomeres show up in polarized light 
 A-bands (Anisotropic - bright) 
 I-bands (Isotropic – dull) 
 Opposite to stained preparation 









Cross-section of myofibrils shows how refraction can send 
incident light back to the meat surface – with low refraction, 
light goes deep into the meat, does not get back to surface, and 
meat appears dark 



Refraction higher at low pH,  
more light scatters back to meat surface, meat looks pale 



As pH declines, the lateral spacing of myofilaments 
decreases, fluid exudes from the myofibril, and REFRACTIVE 
INDEX increases 



A-bands  with high refractive index reflect light 



10 μm each division 





 Seen when light goes along myofibers and 
is reflected from a few A-bands (low-order 
interference) 

 Interference colors depend on number of A-
bands, their spacing and angle of 
illumination 

 Many A-bands reflecting causes high-order 
interference (scattered light is pale) 



 Proven  - we can detect connective tissue 
abundance and pyridinoline cross-linking by 
UV fluorescence 

 Quite likely   – we can detect pH activation 
of proteolytic enzymes by light scattering 
(pale beef tends to be more tender than dark 
beef) 

 Perhaps  – we can detect short sarcomeres 
from interference along myofibers? 



 Not bad for guessing tenderness – a low early pH 
can both activate proteolysis and increase light 
scattering 

 BUT cold-shortened beef has high light 
scattering from the large overlap of thick and 
thin myofilaments 

 Thus, high light scattering (paleness, CIE Y) can 
be either negatively or positively correlated with 
tenderness – it all depends on the population – 
this is why the literature is so confusing 



Light along myofibers Light across myofibers 

Goes deep into meat  
Strong scattering back to meat 

surface 

Long light path for absorbance 

by mitochondria and for 

selective absorbance by 

myoglobin 

Short light path with minimal 

absorbance by mitochondria 

and selective absorbance by 

myoglobin 

Dominant scattering from A 

band reflectance plus 

interference 

Dominant scattering from 

lateral refraction through 

myofibrils 

Effect of low pH – not 

measured yet 

Effect of low pH – increases 

myofibrillar refraction  

SUMMARY 
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